WIRE GRASS BASKETRY

BY C. B. WHITEHOUSE

SOMETHING new in the old art of basketry is always interesting, and wire grass baskets are a decidedly attractive addition to our American handicrafts.

The wire grass affords a splendid opportunity to develop beautiful and practical articles from a native material right at our doors which costs nothing but the time spent in gathering it, and the finished pieces are very decorative, carrying a strong suggestion of the Japanese arts.

These grass baskets, above all others, bring with them a sense of the “out-of-doors” with their poetic suggestion of a bird’s nest, Nature’s most exquisite bit of handicraft, and the making of them is a delightful pastime for veranda days.

Wire grass may be found in almost every suburban district, usually in lowland meadows and along the edge of swampy spots, though it is also found in hot and dry locations.

It resembles nothing so much as an ordinary round wire, from which it takes its name, and it also partakes somewhat of the nature of its metal prototype in that it is very strong though fine, and yet flexible after being dampened.

Considered a pest by the thrifty farmer, inasmuch as it is not fit for food for his animals, this grass has been used for some time in the

FLOWER BOWL AND COVER
making of certain widely advertised porch and bungalow rugs, but its use in basketry is very recent and the finished articles with their beautiful coloring and the natural luster of the grass must be seen to be appreciated.

The baskets are shaped with the fingers as the sewing progresses, and this part of the work will be found most interesting. The colorings may be as varied as the shapes arrived at.

Wire grass grows to a great height in damp locations, four feet not being unusual, making it a splendid material for the handicrafter to work with. If cut in early summer it is a lovely soft green in color, and equally beautiful are its varying shades of brown when gathered in the fall. As it bears no branch, blossom or seed, it is always in condition for use, and the making of the baskets is a simple process.

Before commencing the work place a small handful of the grass in a large, shallow pan of cold water for half an hour or less. Warm water will soften the grass more quickly but slightly bleaches the green grass. The brown grass, gathered in the late summer, does not seem to bleach so readily. After removing the grass from the water wrap it in a damp cloth to keep it moist.

For the beginning of a round basket select about a dozen "wires," and wind the ends together (Fig. A) for a space of about one inch with raffia, then bend into a tiny circle, sewing into position with the end of the raffia threaded into a darning-needle (Fig. B).

For the second row, continue the coil of loose grass around this center, and at four or five evenly spaced intervals sew it to the center ring with the raffia (Fig. C).

For the third row continue to coil the grass evenly around, sewing through the second row instead of the center.

This binding stitch is simply an over-and-over stitch, with the needle brought up through the same hole twice, making the short upright stitch easily seen in the illustrations (Fig. D).

The longer slanting stitch is made simply by carrying the raffia to the next over-and-over stitch, and the length of the long stitch may be regulated by the worker.

In placing the coil of grass in position be careful not to twist it but keep it flat and smooth, when the natural sheen and coloring of the grass will be seen to the best advantage.

When in need of a new supply of grass to keep the coil of an even size, splice it in gradually, a few at a time, the new ends to be laid in just as one of the short over-stitches is to be taken.

The color combinations are limited only by the taste of the worker, as the various shades of the different colors of raffia all blend beautifully with either the green or brown grass.

HANGING BASKET

A lovely cover for the pot containing one's favorite fern or houseplant may be made of this grass, using varying shades of green or brown raffia for the sewing, the completed basket to serve as a jardinière or it may be converted into a hanging basket.

A bit of nature's own decorations, a bent twig or two, some dried or pressed leaves and a group of acorns; clusters of tiny pine cones, or bitter-sweet berries, will make a charming addition.

FLOWER BOWL

The flower bowl is made of the green grass, sewed with two shades of soft green raffia, and furnishes an ideal way of displaying violets, pansies, forget-me-nots and other short-stemmed flowers which are much more artistic when not bunched together.

An ordinary glass finger-bowl, or any similar dish, may be used to contain the water, and after the grass bowl is completed the addition of a single small reed wound with the raffia about the top will make it somewhat stronger for use with the glass bowl of water.

The cover with its open spaces is easily made. Start the center of it the same as the center of a round basket.

After completing about four rows, bend the fifth coil of grass out, between
each over-and-over stitch, leaving enough of an open space to receive the stems of the flowers.

The sixth coil is straight, and is fastened with an over-stitch to each bent-out portion of the preceding row, thus forming more open spaces. Four straight coils of grass follow, then repeat until the cover is of the desired size, giving it a convex shape and planning to have the completed bowl and cover as nearly ball-shape as possible.

**THREE-CORNERED BASKET**

In commencing this basket, instead of bending the end of the coil of grass into a circle, wind it closely with the raffia and bend it into a small triangle, and in adding the following coils of grass bend them sharply at each corner of the triangle, to maintain the shape desired.

This basket was made of the green grass. Natural raffia was used for the first five rows around the center, a soft green for the next five rows, then three rows of very dark blue, followed by just one row of coral red and three more rows of the green.

This makes an attractive design in the center of the flat bottom. Natural raffia is used to complete the bottom to the size desired, and the colors of the design in the bottom are repeated on the slightly rolled sides of the basket.

Border and handles of the tall center-piece basket are of reed wound with raffia.

A large variety of articles, other than baskets and trays, may be made of this grass, and there are no doubt many wild grasses which would lend themselves readily to the work, though the natural beauty of the wire grass recommends it to all who see it.